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Hello there!
From Paul,
That Wall
Street Guy
Finance is my passion. I moved to
America in my twenties and spent
more than two decades as a risk
manager on the trading desks of
New York and London. During my
time on Wall Street, I generated
billions of dollars for some of the
world’s largest institutions and
helped world-famous global
investment firms not only stay
afloat but thrive through seven
global financial crises.
On my return to Australia, I was
shocked at the short-sighted,
one-dimensional wealth
management advice often
dished out to people, while
the wealthy profited from the
techniques and tips passed on
to them by the key players at the
heart of global finance.
This imbalance prompted my
decision to set up That Wall Street
Guy, so I could make this real
wealth-generating knowledge
accessible to everyone.

Thanks to my time on Wall
Street, my team and I have a
different approach to evaluating
wealth-building opportunities
compared to most financial
advisors. We have a talent for
spotting hidden opportunities
for our clients - and protecting
them from the dud ones, too.
The numbers are proof that my
method works.
At That Wall Street Guy, we offer
tailored advice and access to
global markets, stock, bonds and
other investment opportunities.
In stark contrast to the ‘set
and forget’ mentality of many
financial advisors, we continually
assess and reassess our clients’
financial situation. We keep an
eye on the swiftly changing

economic landscape, looking
for opportunities and risks in the
global and local markets.
Every one of our team members
gets trained in my distinctive
approach to wealth-building.
To keep them ahead of
international developments, our
team also takes part in regular
briefings with my networks in
New York and London.
I have seen firsthand the way that
even a small amount of quality
financial advice can radically
change the course of someone’s
life. Working with That Wall Street
Guy is your opportunity to learn
my techniques and play your part
in the future of wealth equality.

“I am on a mission to give regular people the
tools and knowledge they need to reclaim the
system and build a secure future - without lining
the pockets of the big banks. I help my clients
understand the hidden world of finance, risk and
investments, figure out what it means to them
and how they can seize opportunities to make it
work to their advantage.” – Paul Atherton
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From Wall
Street to
Main Street
That Wall Street Guy was
established to disrupt the out-oftouch, one-size-fits-all financial
advice that most Australians
are offered. Instead, we share
solid, practical financial advice,
along with insider tips and secret
investing techniques normally
only accessible to the wealthiest
members of the world’s elite.
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That Wall Street Guy works with
clients to help them achieve
their financial goals, whether
they are freeing up short-term
cash, laying solid foundations
for the future, finding the right
loan, or growing their wealth with
strategic, ongoing, investment
advice and support.

Paul has spent decades studying
global finance. Together, he and
his team research the markets
and talk directly to New York,
London and other financial
centres. Every one of That Wall
Street Guy’s clients, big and
small, tap into this knowledge.

That Wall
Street Guy
Mission
We are on a mission to help
Australians win back their
financial power by combining
our global investment insights
with practical advice and skillfully
balanced returns.

Vision
Our dream is for all Australians to
generate their own wealth and
take control of their future.

Values
+ F
 inancial advice is for
everyone (you don’t have to
be wealthy, old, or have a huge
super)
+ K
 nowledge is power, which
is why we’re dedicated to
sharing knowledge that can
improve everyone’s financial
position
+ E
 ven the smallest change can
make a big difference to your
wealth
+ A
 nyone can play in the
international markets, it’s not
just for the big guys
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With a wealth of knowledge and experience,
the team at That Wall Street Guy are experts in
choosing, building and organising investments,
so they provide both a buffer and an opportunity.
All this is backed up by grounded, practical advice
that embeds our advice firmly in the real world.
We understand debt,
good and bad
 including

debt, how to minimise it,
how to choose the right
type and how to make it
work for you.
We have access to
global
 up-to-the-minute

financial insights, opening
up new options which
bring choice, power and
flexibility for everyone.
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Being well-connected to
financial markets in
 the

London and New York
means we are way ahead
of the global finance
game and pick up on tips
and trends long before
they hit our shores.
We know from
the impact
 experience

seemingly minor events
(and big ones) can have
on global finance. We
can advise our clients on
how to reduce the
fallout from major global
events and even turn
them to their advantage.

Paul has been a major
 player in the exclusive
world of global finance.
He knows how it works
and understands how
it can impact regular,
hard-working people.
During Paul’s time on
 Wall Street, he was
specifically trained
to spot the difference
between a great
opportunity and a
dangerous liability.
Paul knows how to
 create a cohesive
portfolio so that all
assets are aligned
for long-term wealth.
Paul knows what
 unacceptable risk
looks like and how to
avoid it. Even better,
he knows what hidden
opportunities look
like and how to sniff
them out.

Paraplanner
About the
Position

We are seeking candidates who are
passionate about personal finance and
helping clients achieve financial freedom.
This role is an opportunity for someone who
aspires to be part of something big, where
the work you do will make a difference.

If you are a talented professional
with an excellent track record,
excited by change and growth
and looking for a career where
the sky really is the limit, we would
like to hear from you.

Key Responsibilities

Selection Criteria

+ E
 ntering client data into
financial planning software
programs and spreadsheets

Essential

A self-starter, you have an eye
for detail but also see the bigger
picture. You will interact with
investment advisors, financial
planners, relationship managers,
and support staff on a daily basis,
so excellent relationships will
need to come naturally to you.
This role provides the opportunity
to be both challenged and
mentored by a cohesive team
of licensed professionals in a
well-established, highly respected
wealth management firm.
We are proud to support our
team members in balancing
all areas of their lives, TWSG
was designed as a distributed,
cloud-based, work force.
Providing maximum flexibility,
empowerment, and freedom
to employees. This role is a work
from home position.

+ M
 anaging client information
to ensure that electronic and
paper files are complete,
organized, and secure
+ D
 ocumenting progress and
completed tasks in our CRM
(Customer Relationship
Management) software with
satisfactory detail so that the
current status can be easily
understood by other members
in the firm
+ H
 elping to develop, document
and maintain financial planning
processes and procedures
+ P
 roviding a variety of support
to Investment Advisors and
Financial Planners
+ S
 canning documents into
databases according to our
criteria
+ Interacting with a variety
of professionals inside and
outside of the firm
+ M
 anaging and assisting with
a variety of internal projects
such as research on new best
practices or relevant laws and
regulations

+ H
 ighly skilled at using Xplan
- you know the ins and
outs and limitations of the
system, and know how to
maintain accuracy in line with
compliance and best practice
requirements to ensure
everything runs smoothly
+ 3
 + years of relevant industry
experience
+ Attention to detail - you can
produce accurate Statements
of Advice (SOAs) that don’t
require revision.
+ Ability to work as part of a
team in a collaborative
environment
+ E
 xcellent verbal and
interpersonal communication
skills
+ E
 xceptional time management
and organisational skills with
an ability to work under time
pressures and meet deadlines
Desirable
+ Industry-related tertiary
qualification
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How to
Apply

Applications close:
31 January 2021
To submit an application for
this role, please apply online
via seek.com.au

Hello there!
From Paul,
that Wall
Street Guy
Your application
must include:
cover letter outlining your
1. 	Ainterest
in the role and why
you are interested in joining
That Wall Street Guy
A statement addressing
2.	the
selection criteria
demonstrating how your
previous experience, skills,
education and training have
equipped you to meet the
requirements of the position
	This should be a narrative and
no more than three pages.

3.	A detailed CV
referees including
4.	Three
their email and phone
contact details
	Referees will only be
contacted after prior
consultation with the
candidate. It is the
candidate’s responsibility
to ensure referees are
willing to provide reports
when contacted.
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For a confidential discussion
regarding this role and the
application process, please
contact:
Nicole Swaine
Managing Director
Explore Potential Consulting
nicole@explorepotential.com.au
0413 519 139
On behalf of That Wall Street Guy
and as part of the application
and appointment process,
candidates may be requested
to provide proof of their identity
and citizenship and give
permission for verification of
their qualifications and a police
background check.
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thatwallstreetguy.com paul@thatwallstreetguy.com @thatwallstreetguy #thatwallstreetguy
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